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Executive Summary  
 
In the spring of 2005, a team of researchers from McMaster University and the 
Canadian Policy Research Networks (CPRN) gathered 98 randomly selected 
Canadians to participate in one of seven day-long dialogue sessions to discuss 
personal privacy and the use of personal information for health research. The 
dialogue was funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research and Health 
Canada.  
 
A workbook provided participants with key background information to inform their 
conversation including a description of three possible approaches to getting 
consent for use of personal information in health research. The three approaches 
(see Chapter 1) were: 
 

• Emphasize individual control through consent for each research use 
(“project-by-project consent”); 

• Emphasize efficient research by not requiring consent (“assumed 
consent”); 

• Broad consent (consent for a range of projects or uses). 
 
Participants spent the better part of a day in conversation with each other, 
working through different choices and the trade-offs they would be prepared to 
make about the two public goods - privacy and the use of personal information 
for health research. They explored whether or not their preferred consent 
approach would change depending upon the type of research. Finally they 
discussed a number of possible additional controls on the use of information that 
decision makers are currently considering.  
 
Analysis of the results from the seven dialogue sessions reveals a framework of 
core values. Participants would like to see these values reflected in decision 
making about how consent is sought from individuals for the use of their personal 
information in health research. 
 
 
The Values Framework  
 

• Most importantly, participants want a health research system that inspires 
public confidence and trust. They would like to see researchers and 
research institutions act in responsible, ethical and accountable ways. 
Participants would also like to see safeguards, checks and balances in 
place to ensure the appropriate management and protection of personal 
information in health research projects. 

• Closely linked with public confidence and trust is transparency. 
Participants want the public to be kept informed about how their personal 
information is being used, and ensure that communication about the 
research process is open and easily accessible. Transparency of 
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information could also increase public awareness of and understanding 
about health research.  

• Any consent approach must find the right balance between the right of 
and need for individuals to have choice and control over whether and how 
their personal information is used in health research, and the need for 
efficient health research.  

• Participants first decided how much control they would want over use of 
information from their health record.  When asked about linking their 
health information with non-health information (e.g. income and education) 
or with tissue samples, most want more control than they would if it were 
their health record alone. They also want more control if the research is 
conducted for profit. 
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Chapter 1 – Background and Methods  
 
In the spring of 2005, seven groups of about 15 randomly selected Canadians 
came together in different locations across Canada to talk about personal privacy 
and the use of personal information for health research.1 Appendix 1 provides 
dialogue dates and locations. 
  
Participants explored the kind of consent approach that they would want applied 
to the use of their personal health information for health research purposes, and 
what values should be reflected in this approach. They then discussed how this 
approach might change under different circumstances, and what would give them 
confidence and trust that their personal health information is being used 
appropriately.    
 
These seven citizen dialogue sessions, conducted by a team of researchers from 
McMaster University and Canadian Policy Research Networks (CPRN), were 
part of a larger research project, sponsored by the Canadian Institutes of Health 
Research and Health Canada. The first component of the research project 
consisted of a telephone survey of 1,100 randomly selected Canadians from 
across the country, conducted by researchers at McMaster University in 
collaboration with the Institute for Social Research at York University. The 
second component was the citizens’ dialogue, conducted by CPRN and 
McMaster. 
  
The goals of the broader research project were to better understand:  
 

1) Canadians’ views and expectations about current and future uses of their 
personal information for health research,  

2) the factors that determine willingness to disclose personal information for 
health research,   

3) the conditions under which this information could be used for health 
research,   

4) how these conditions for use change individuals’ initial consent 
expectations for uses of their personal information for health research, and     

5) how responses obtained through conventional survey methods compare 
with those obtained through public deliberation. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 The type of health research discussed in the Citizens’ Dialogue was research which aims to improve 
Canadians’ health and the health care system, and involved the collection of information from thousands of 
people’s health records to study things like: patterns of disease in a community, or patterns of medical care 
in a region or province and, how these patterns affect such issues as wait times, health care costs, and 
health outcomes.  
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Rationale for the Citizens’ Dialogue 
 
The deliberative dialogue method was used to better understand participants’ 
expectations about use of their personal information for health research, and the 
factors and acceptable conditions under which their personal information could 
be used for health research. This method allowed participants to explore the 
tensions between the need for privacy and the need for health research, and to 
discuss the choices and trade-offs that they would be willing to make under 
different conditions.  
 
The advantage of deliberative dialogue is that it brings people together from 
different parts of society and encourages them to work through challenging and 
complex issues, learning from each other as they listen to and understand 
perspectives that are different from their own.  People participate as individuals, 
not as stakeholders or representatives of special interest groups. Key elements 
of the method are use of a participant workbook, professional facilitation, and 
random selection to ensure participants are as representative as possible of the 
population. (See Appendix 9 for dialogue evaluation results.)  
 
CPRN adapted its deliberative dialogue method used in previous CPRN citizens’ 
dialogues. The dialogue methodology and data analysis process is described in 
Appendix 2.  For further information about this approach, please refer to the 
CPRN Primer on Deliberative Dialogue (available at: 
http://www.cprn.org/en/doc.cfm?doc=1238).2       
 
 
Participant Workbook  
 
Participants received a workbook containing factual background information to 
facilitate an informed conversation with each other about the issue. It also 
provided participants with three possible approaches to the role of consent in use 
of personal information for health research (presented on the following page) as 
a starting point for their discussion.  Each approach included arguments in favour 
of the approach and against it.3   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
2 For those interested in reading the CPRN primer and who do not have web access, please contact CPRN 
at 613-567-7500 to request a hard copy.  
3 The complete participant workbook is available at www.cprn.org or by contacting CPRN by phone.  
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Table 1: Three Approaches  
 
Approach 1 - Emphasize individual control through consent for each 
research use  
“Project-by-project consent” 
Information kept in any health record about you is your personal information. You 
should control what happens to it.  
Using this approach:  
• For each research project, you would be told who wants to use your 

information and how they are going to use it.   
• You would need to give written permission for every project before your 

information can be used for any research project.   
A Research Ethics Board could make an exception to this when it takes into 
account the effect of the research on individual privacy and decide that the public 
benefit of the research is greater than the need to ask for consent.  
 
 
Approach 2 - Emphasize efficient research by not requiring consent   
“Assumed consent”  
Personal information can be a great source of health research data. It should be 
easy for researchers to collect and use. It should not cost a lot of money to 
collect. The more information that can be collected for a study, the better it is for 
the research. Also, with more information, more questions can be answered to 
improve health. 
Using this approach:  
• Your information would be automatically available for research, unless you 

ask for it to be removed. When you do this, you are “opting out” of the 
research.   

There would be some sort of notice that your information was being used in this 
way. 
  
 
Approach 3 - Broad consent  
As more and more information gets collected on each one of us, the requests 
from researchers to use your information will grow.  
Using this approach:  
• You would give your written consent for your personal information to be used 

for the types of health research you are comfortable with. This could be any 
and all research, or you can put limits around how and why your information 
is used.  

• You would decide the boundaries. 
This allows the research process to be more efficient, but still gives you some 
control over use of your information.  
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Chapter 2 – Dialogue Participants  
 
A professional polling firm recruited the participants using random digit dialling. 
Participants in two dialogue sessions were recruited from the group of people 
who had taken part in the telephone survey (Part 1 of the broader research 
project); participants in the remaining five sessions were recruited from the 
broader population. The seven dialogue sessions were held during the months of 
April and May, 2005 on either a Saturday or Sunday. Five of the dialogue 
sessions were held in English and two in French.  In total, 98 people took part in 
the dialogue sessions. Generally, dialogue participants were reflective of the 
Canadian population. However, women were somewhat over-represented at the 
dialogue when compared to the general population (59% vs. 51%). In addition, 
participants were generally more highly educated then the Canadian population.  
 
Please refer to Appendix 3 for detailed information on participant demographics 
and for a comparison with the Canadian population. For an overview of how the 
day unfolded, see Appendix 4.  
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Chapter 3 – Participants’ Guiding Values   
 
As a starting point for their dialogue, participants reviewed the three possible 
approaches to getting consent for use of personal information in health research. 
Their morning conversations explored what they liked and did not like about each 
of the three approaches, working through the choices and trade-offs they would 
be willing to make.  
 
 
Participants’ Ratings of the Three Approaches  
 
At the beginning of the dialogue, and again at the end of the day, participants 
completed questionnaires in which they rated their level of support for each of the 
three approaches, with a rating of 1 being the least favourable and 7 being the 
most favourable. The following figure summarizes how participants’ support 
shifted over the course of the day.  
 
Figure 1: Participants’ Morning and Afternoon Ratings of the Three 
Consent Approaches 
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As seen in the figure above, participants gave “Broad Consent” the highest 
rating. Ratings for each of the three consent approaches decreased slightly over 
the course of the day. As participants’ understanding of different consent 
approaches grew, so did their questions and concerns about how it works.  This 
is reinforced by the following two conditions that many participants applied to all 
three consent approaches in their post questionnaire: 
 

1) Any consent approach must build the confidence and trust of the public 
through the use of safeguards, checks and balances.  An example they 
identified was to hold researchers and research institutions accountable 
for how they manage personal information and conduct health research. 
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2) Greater transparency is required so that the public can know and 
understand how their personal information is being used, for what purpose 
and what the research outcomes are.  

 
The logic behind participants’ level of support for each of the three approaches is 
explored more fully in this chapter, with a detailed review of the data sources and 
how they relate to participants’ morning and afternoon ratings of the approaches.   
 
 
Values Framework and Elements of Participants’ Preferred 
Consent Approach 
 
Once participants had reviewed and collectively explored each of the 
approaches, they were asked to identify key points from across the three 
approaches that they would want to see reflected in a preferred consent 
approach. In plenary sessions, professional facilitators tested the extent to which 
these key points had or did not have majority support. By reviewing data sources 
from each of the seven dialogue sessions (flip-charts, researcher’s notes and the 
transcripts), it was possible to identify key points that emerged in at least four of 
seven of the dialogue sessions. Drawing on these common ground points, plus 
other sections of their day,4 a framework of common values emerged. These 
reflect the key elements that participants would want included in any consent 
approach for use of their personal health information. Their values framework is 
presented in the following table.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
4 A variety of data sources were used to identify the values, including common ground points, transcripts, 
flipcharts, notes recorded by a note-taker, conditions that citizens recorded on their post-questionnaire, 
opening and closing comments, and pre and post questionnaire ratings of each of the three approaches.  
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Table 2: Values Framework/ Elements of Participants’ Preferred Consent 
Approach  
 
Confidence and Trust 
Researchers and research institutions must act in responsible, ethical and accountable 
ways when using people's personal health information and conducting research. 
Safeguards, checks and balances must be in place to ensure that this happens, so that 
citizens can have confidence and trust in how their personal health information is 
managed for health research purposes. Once participants had learned about the role 
that Research Ethics Boards (REBs)5 play, they placed conditions on how REBs should 
function: they need to comply with key standards, act responsibly and competently, and 
protect privacy in the public interest. 
 
Transparency  
Keeping people informed about how their information has been used, and ensuring that 
communication between individuals and the health research system (regarding the 
research process) is open, transparent and easily accessible serves as a public 
accountability mechanism. Greater transparency of information could increase the 
public’s awareness and understanding about health research in general, and could lead 
to a greater degree of trust and confidence in researchers, research institutions, and the 
results of the research.  
 
A Balanced Approach   
While participants wanted personal choice and control over whether and how their 
personal information is used for research, they combined this with a desire for an 
efficient consent approach that supports research.  
 
Personal choice and control: 
The consent approach should provide individuals with the ability to have personal choice 
and control over whether and how their personal health information is used in research, 
including the ability to opt-out of the research process, and allow people to change the 
boundaries of their consent.6   
 
Efficiency:  
While participants want choice and control over their personal health information, they 
want the consent approach to be efficient and practical. The approach must not place 
excessive financial burden on the health research process, or undue demands on 
individuals, health care researchers, or health care professionals. An efficient consent 
approach should support research to be conducted.  
 
Facilitating research for the greater public good:  
Participants recognize and support the value of health research and the wider health 
benefits it can bring to everyone in society.  

                                                 
5 Researchers at universities, hospitals and health care organizations must submit their research proposal to 
an REB for approval.  One of the roles of the REB is to protect the rights of research participants, including 
the right to privacy. 
6 Consent boundaries give individuals control over whether or not their personal health information is used, 
if and when it is used and how it is used.   
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Linking Participants’ Values Framework and Elements of their 
Preferred Consent Approach 
 
This section expands on the values framework, elaborating the key elements that 
participants would want incorporated into any consent approach. It helps to 
illuminate how participants’ thinking developed throughout their day of dialogue. 
(Please see Appendices 5 and 6 for detail on opening and closing comments and 
post-questionnaire conditions.)  
 
Confidence and Trust 
Participants stipulated the need for safeguards, and checks and balances within 
the health research system to prevent unethical use of information, ensure 
accountability and protect privacy. A number of participants expressed surprise 
at their lack of awareness and knowledge about REBs. Once participants 
became more informed about the existence and purpose of REBs, they assigned 
them an important role in protecting the public interest and ensuring that health 
researchers are ethical and accountable when using information and conducting 
research. They agreed, however, that REBs should play this role only on 
condition that they are competent, reliable and comply with key guidelines or 
standards, for example, in regards to professional training.  
 
This strong emphasis on the need for confidence in the system was expressed in 
participants’ opening comments. Almost half of all comments related to the need 
for confidence in how the research process, and more specifically how their 
personal information, is managed. Participants wanted the confidentiality of their 
personal health information to be respected and maintained. Participants wanted 
to know the extent of private sector involvement in health research and some had 
concerns about the extent to which the private sector could be trusted to use 
personal information in appropriate ways.  
 
Participants also stressed in their afternoon questionnaire conditions that 
adequate safeguards, and checks and balances are needed for them to have 
greater confidence in the system such as making sure their information is made 
anonymous.  
 
By the end of the day, about a fifth of all closing comments focused on the need 
to have confidence in the system, with a number of participants calling for strong 
accountability mechanisms that protect health data. Participants also 
emphasized that decision makers should act in the public interest. 
 
 
“…I was very surprised about REBs, I didn’t even know these guys existed. And the fact 
that I didn’t know that they existed is somewhat of a concern and the…lack of knowledge 
that any of us seem to have about how they’re formed.” (Vancouver participant)  
 
“…generally, the REB is there to protect our interests. That was the key point, our 
interests, with some conditions set. Whether it involved training or some guidelines that 
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they have to follow.” (Hamilton participant)  
 
“Appropriate safeguards are in place to avoid wholesale misuse of any information.” 
(Hamilton participant)  
 
 “My message for decision makers would be…that the foremost important thing is to 
respect the information that is being sought…that information is very precious and 
therefore it needs to be real, it needs to be accounted for and it needs to be protected.” 
(Toronto participant)  
 
“And the message to decision makers is to keep the citizens’ privacy [and] health at the 
forefront and don’t let profits and money come before us.” (Vancouver participant)  
 
“And one message to the decision makers is that if you want a good confidential system 
you have to remember to include accountability and checks and balances because 
without the one you won’t have the other.” (Hamilton participant)  
 
 
Section B in Chapter 4 captures key elements from participants’ afternoon 
conversation in which they explored which specific controls would give them 
additional trust and confidence.  
 
Transparency 
Participants wanted to see more communication between the health research 
system and the public. They would like information about the purpose and results 
of research to be easily accessible, particularly to those whose personal 
information has been used. They suggested that research participants should 
receive a report outlining the purpose for which their information has been used, 
the research results, and feedback or acknowledgement that their personal 
information has made a contribution to research that will benefit the public 
interest. They wanted to be able to track how their information is being used and 
suggested a number of different ways to do this including websites, databases, 
logbooks and a telephone number where someone is available to answer 
questions.  
 
In their opening comments, almost a quarter (24%) of participants expressed  
interest in learning more about use of personal health information for health 
research, with many acknowledging that they had little knowledge about the 
issue before coming to the dialogue.  In their closing comments, almost half of 
the participants (48%) spoke about their appreciation for having had the 
opportunity to participate in the dialogue and to increase their knowledge and 
understanding of this topic.  
 
In their morning discussions about the three consent approaches, participants 
were assured by their sense that both project-by-project consent and broad 
consent would give them clear and transparent information about the research 
process. This was underpinned by their belief that the public needs to be 
informed and aware of health research. On the other hand they were concerned 
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that assumed consent would not provide the public with adequate information 
about how their personal information is being used. Participants questioned 
where their information might end up (e.g. with an insurance company) under 
assumed consent.  This point was reiterated in their post-questionnaire 
conditions: a number of participants thought that assumed consent would not 
provide sufficient information or adequately inform them about the research 
process, or how their information had been used. These findings help to explain, 
at least in part, why assumed consent received the second lowest approval 
ratings of all three consent approaches, as can be seen in Figure 1.    
 
As noted earlier, the importance of transparency and being informed was 
reinforced in the post-questionnaire conditions across the 3 consent approaches. 
Participants added that the public needs to know which safeguards are in place 
to protect personal information and which make the system accountable. Some 
wanted to know about the final decisions that REBs make, and if the research 
would be used for profit.  
 
 
 “We should be able to ask questions and if we are unaware of them then we should be 
able to … get some public… education regarding the research.” (Hamilton participant) 
 
“…I think we can tell what study they’re going to do …have an idea which study they’re 
undertaking …” (Montreal participant) [Translated from French] 
 
“…recognition that a person is participating [in the research process]…could be 
extremely useful…I think this would go a long way in terms of encouraging people to be 
open to offering help and being reassured that it was helpful and useful.” (Toronto 
participant)  
 
“…I find it was very informative for me to be here because I learned something new.” 
(Montreal participant) [Translated from French] 
 
“I guess I’d like to say I was lucky to get the phone call because I had…a really 
enlightening experience here. And I’m going to go home and tell…everyone I know 
about it.” (Vancouver participant)  
 
 
Balance  
Three inter-connected themes fit under the over-arching theme of balance:  

1. personal choice and control,  
2. efficiency, and  
3. facilitating research for the greater public good.  

 
While individual choice and control over personal health information was a key 
element of participants’ preferred consent approach, they did not want this 
control to become so cumbersome or costly that it would decrease the amount or 
quality of research conducted for the public good. The discussion below draws 
on key elements of their conversation and concludes with a summary paragraph, 
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relating the discussion to participants’ morning and afternoon ratings of the three 
approaches.  
 
Personal Choice and Control 
Participants wanted choice and control over whether or not their personal 
information is used for health research. They would like to be able to set 
boundaries or define the circumstances under which their personal information 
may and may not be used. This includes, under their preferred consent 
approach, having the option to “opt-out” or withdraw personal health information 
from a health research project.  
 
This viewpoint emerged while participants discussed what they liked and didn’t 
like about each of the three approaches. Participants liked the fact that they 
would have choice and control under each of the three approaches, although to a 
much lesser degree under assumed consent. Under assumed consent, 
participants applied the condition (in five out of seven sessions) that since the 
responsibility is placed on the individual to opt-out, people would need adequate 
notification that the choice to opt-out is available to them. Opting-out would also 
need to be an easy process. In addition, participants raised questions about 
whether the opt-out would really be effective under assumed consent since 
health researchers would already have the personal health information.  
 
This view was reinforced in participants’ written conditions, across all three 
consent approaches, on their post-dialogue questionnaires.7 Their support for all 
three approaches was conditional on having personal choice and control over if 
and how their personal information is used. This included having the flexibility to 
change one’s mind and withdraw personal information from a research project, 
even if they had given prior permission.  
 
In their post-dialogue questionnaire conditions, under assumed consent, 13% of 
participants’ comments explicitly rejected this approach. They felt that assumed 
consent would not give them enough control and choice to set and change their 
own boundaries around use of their information, even though they acknowledged 
that this approach would support a greater amount of research beneficial to the 
public.  
 
These conditions and comments correspond with participants’ approval rating of 
assumed consent (54% in the morning, dropping to 51% by the afternoon), far 
lower than their ratings for the “broad consent” option (80% in the morning, 
dropping to 76% by the end of the day).  
 
 
 

                                                 
7 In their post-questionnaires, this condition emerged across the three approaches: 13% of comments in 
project by project consent, 10% of comments in assumed consent, and 19% of comments in broad consent.  
See Appendix 6 for additional detail. 
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“…I feel that keeping control of our…own information was…common throughout the 
three approaches.” (Toronto participant) 
 
“I find it is interesting, but it’s somewhat similar to what they were talking about not long 
ago, that is, you will be free to decide whether you intend to sign or not and you can 
withdraw your permission at any time.” (Montreal participant) [Translated from French] 
 
“…you’re in control, but you really have to read it; you have to know [what] you’re 
committing yourself to.” (Montreal participant) [Translated from French] 
 
“…the broad consent approach. We liked this because we can change and set our own 
boundaries.” (Vancouver participant) 
 
“Opt out options (either full opt-out or selective opt-out)…” (Vancouver participant)  
 
 
At least half of participants wanted greater control and choice under three 
situations:  

• linkage of health data to non-health data,  
• linkage of health data to tissue samples, and  
• use of health data for commercial purpose.   
 

Further detail on these results, and how they approached a fourth situation, use 
of their existing personal health information versus new collection of their 
personal health information is provided in Chapter 4, Section A.  
  
Efficiency 
While participants wanted choice and control over use of their personal health 
information, they also sought a consent approach that would balance personal 
choice and control with efficiency in enabling health research to take place. They 
did not want the consent approach to place unnecessary demands on health 
researchers or to drain valuable financial resources away from the health 
research system, which could lead to less research being undertaken. Neither 
did they want onerous demands placed on individuals through continuous 
requests for consent.  
 
Under the project-by-project consent approach, participants expressed concern 
about costs and time involved in contacting people for consent for each research 
project. In addition, the individual must take responsibility and be sufficiently 
informed to make a choice each and every time. Participants preferred both 
broad consent and assumed consent for their higher levels of efficiency.       
 
These views were reinforced in their post-questionnaire conditions, especially 
those applied to the project-by-project consent approach. Eleven percent of all 
conditions applied to this approach were supportive, on condition that the 
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approach is practical and efficient, or against it (7%) as they did not think it would 
be efficient enough.  
 
These conditions reflect the lowest rating that participants applied to the project-
by-project consent approach, which dropped from 53% at the beginning of the 
day to 43% at the end of the day. Participants understood that this approach 
would provide them with the most control and choice of all three approaches. 
However, after further discussion and exploration, they concluded that it would 
be less efficient and could decrease the ability of researchers to conduct 
research.  
 
 
 “Too much time and cost to run effectively.” (Vancouver participant – “project-by-project 
consent”)  
 
“As long as this does not involve a cumbersome and expensive process.”  
(Montreal participant – “project-by-project consent”) [Translated from French] 
 
“Much too much hassle and trouble to maintain all of the control included in it.”  
(Halifax participant – “project-by-project consent”) 
  
 
Facilitating Research for the Greater Public Good  
Participants voiced their support for health research because of the public benefit 
that health research can bring to individuals and society.  
 
This support was reflected in their discussions about each of the three 
approaches. They agreed that the project-by-project consent approach might not 
provide a representative enough sample of the population since people are given 
the choice each time as to whether or not they want their personal health 
information used. Participants preferred assumed and broad consent as these 
approaches would better support research. They thought that assumed consent 
would speed up and increase the amount of research, allow for better quality 
research as the sample would be larger and more representative of the 
population, and ultimately, lead to more research for the public good. Participants 
agreed that broad consent would emphasize the value and importance of 
research, making it easier for researchers to conduct research and in the long-
term, support better health outcomes for the population.  
 
About 10% of participants specifically expressed support for health research in 
both their opening and closing comments, pointing out that health research can 
lead to better health outcomes.  
 
 
“…I’m concerned that we don’t make it so difficult and expensive to gather the 
information that the research gets stymied.” (Toronto participant)  
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“It seems important that…the research gets done. That there’s not so much of the hitch 
to getting the research…” (Halifax participant)  
 
“…one thing that I’ve learned about this is I would also sacrifice more of my privacy now 
for the sake of the validity of the research…you need a random sample…”   
(Vancouver participant)  
 
 
In summary, broad consent, approach 3, was viewed as a good balance between 
personal choice and efficiency. Participants felt that it provides people with the 
ability to define and set their own boundaries around how their personal 
information is used, giving them control over whether and how their information is 
used. It would not burden researchers, their management systems or individuals 
with requirements for obtaining consent for each individual project that could 
potentially reduce the amount of research conducted for the public good.  
 
These views were reflected in their ratings of each of the three approaches. 
Broad consent was rated the most favourably at the beginning of the day, at 
80%, dropping slightly by the end of the day to 76%, which was by far their 
highest level of support of all three approaches. (See Figure 1) 
 
 
 
“We want it [the consent approach] practical. It has to be practical. You got to have a 
balance between the cost effectiveness, the validity of the research and the right to 
privacy.” (Hamilton participant) 
 
“…the broad consent approach. We liked this because we can change and set our own 
boundaries. … We thought that it was a middle ground or a compromise between 
efficiency, individual control and privacy. So of all three of the approaches, this one 
presented more of a compromise.” (Vancouver participant) 
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Chapter 4 – Exploring Participants’ Preferences under 
Different Situations and with Additional Controls  
 
Section A: How participants’ preferred consent approach 
changed under different situations     
 
Once participants had defined their preferred characteristics in a consent 
approach for use of their personal health information, they were asked to 
consider how these characteristics might change in specific situations: 

• Linkage of their personal health information with non-health information; 
• Linkage of their personal health information  with tissue samples; 
• Use of their personal health information in research for commercial 

purpose; 
• Use of their existing personal health information vs. new collection of their 

personal health information.     
 
In addition, participants were asked in their morning and afternoon 
questionnaires to respond to a series of questions that focused on the level of 
control they would wish to have, in these and other similar situations.  
 
The text below identifies the main trends and directions in participants’ thinking 
about using their personal health information in these specific situations.  
 
Linkage of Health Data to Non-health Information 
Two divergent views emerged on this topic.  

• A majority of participants wanted more personal control (that is, more 
restrictive consent) in situations where health researchers could make 
links with their non-health information. They felt that additional personal 
control would increase their confidence that their information was being 
used consistent with their wishes. Some participants specified that they 
would want to change their consent preference to more closely resemble a 
project-by-project consent approach.  

• Other participants pointed out that broad consent would provide them with 
the necessary flexibility to make a choice about whether or not they would 
want to increase individual control over linking personal health information 
with non-health information.  

• Still others held the view that making the link between health and non-
health information would not affect their approach to consent. Agreeing 
that non-health indicators such as income and educational levels affect 
health, they felt that making this link could benefit research.  

 
Participants’ ratings in their morning and afternoon questionnaires show that their 
level of comfort with this situation increased somewhat over the course of the 
day. In the morning, 48% said either never link or always ask for consent when 
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linking health information with non-health information. In the questionnaire at the 
end of the day, this had dropped to 36%.8  
 
 
“…I don’t like having everybody or almost anybody know what my income level might be 
or what I…do for exercise versus my health…. There’s just too much information being 
provided…. I can certainly understand the common good, but…I’m still uncomfortable…. 
I’d like to have again more control.” (Vancouver participant)  
 
“I go for approach 3. I’m referring to some research done in the past that concluded that, 
in disadvantaged neighbourhoods, life expectancy was shorter, follow-up for pregnant 
women wasn’t as good, children were undernourished and so on …it’s in comparison 
with the rest of the population and I think that’s important too …” (Montreal participant) 
[Translated from the French] 
 
 
Linkage to Tissue Samples 
Two divergent views were expressed.   

• The majority of participants were concerned with linking their health 
information to tissue samples. Participants pointed out that tissue samples 
include DNA, which contains people’s genetic code and is therefore much 
more identifiable. They would want more control when their DNA is 
involved. Some also wanted access to information about the purpose of 
the research, how their tissue samples are used, and outcomes of the 
research.      

• In contrast, other participants were not concerned with use of tissue 
samples.  

 
Participants’ ratings about the level of control that they would want over use of 
tissue samples differed depending on whether or not the research would lead to 
profit. Their morning and afternoon questionnaire ratings demonstrate that 
research projects involving tissue samples not leading to profit would require less 
personal control than projects leading to profit. In both their morning and 
afternoon questionnaires 56% of participants indicated that their tissue samples 
should never be used or that they must always be asked if profit is involved. If 
profit is not involved, the requirement that their tissue samples should never be 
used or that they must always be asked was lower - 35% in the morning, 
increasing to 38% in the afternoon. 
 
 
“I’d go as far as approach one, the exact extreme. …a red flag goes up in my mind when 
I think about…DNA…” (Halifax participant)  
 
“…we thought there should be more control because especially the tissue contains… 
DNA…. … DNA is me and, you know, we want control over who’s finding out about us.” 
(Vancouver participant)  

                                                 
8 See Appendix 7 for further detail.     
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Research for Commercial Purpose  
Two main viewpoints were expressed about research for commercial purposes.  

• Most participants expressed the view that they would want increased 
personal control if research were to be conducted for commercial 
purposes. Many indicated in this case they would shift their consent 
preferences to project-by-project consent. They questioned corporate 
ethics and motivations, worrying that the private sector is subject to fewer 
checks and balances, and would, therefore, require greater scrutiny. As a 
way of increasing confidence, some participants expressed the need for 
more information about the direction that the research is taking, and if or 
how the research will benefit the public.  

• Other participants felt that research conducted for profit can benefit the 
public, and that a condition of private sector involvement in health 
research should be that the research is ethical.  

 
 
“I want to have more control because it is commercial and I just want to have a little 
more checks and balance there because … companies just are…quite greedy and all 
the rest of it and …for my peace of mind…” (Halifax participant)  
 
“I know that whatever drugs we use out there someone’s going to make a profit out of it 
and there’s no way around it, but in the long run if I say yes, then someone else might 
have the opportunity to be helped.” (Vancouver participant) 
 
 
Use of Their Existing Personal Health Information vs. New Collection of 
Their Personal Health Information     
Up to this point, participants had been discussing research uses of existing 
personal information for health research. Participants were asked how 
their preferred consent approach might change in cases where new personal 
health information was being collected and it was known that this would be used 
for research – for example, in developing a registry. While the limited time spent 
on this issue poses some challenges in drawing definitive conclusions, the 
majority of participants felt that this would not change their approach to consent. 
 
 
Section B: Additional controls to increase participants’ trust and 
confidence that their health information is being used 
appropriately 
 
To better understand what would increase participants’ trust and confidence, 
participants were asked to discuss and explore their preferences for a number of 
additional controls:  

• Improving people’s ability to track who has used their information and why;  
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• Use small groups of “affected people”9 to review research proposals; 
• Use of an expert-patient advocate;   
• Other controls that would give participants confidence and trust. 
 

In addition, participants were asked in their afternoon questionnaires to indicate 
whether or not these controls and several others, would increase or decrease 
their level of confidence that their information was being used responsibly for 
health research. For a full list of controls and participant ratings, see Appendix 8.  
 
The text below identifies main trends in participants’ thinking under each of the 
additional controls; bullet points have been placed in rank order of support.  
  
Improving People’s Ability to Track Who has Used Their Information and 
Why  
In their afternoon conversations, participants were generally supportive of a 
system that would allow them to find out who has used their information and for 
what purpose. Participants’ support was also reflected in their afternoon 
questionnaire: 85% of respondents indicated that this additional control would 
increase their level of confidence in health research. Below are key themes that 
emerged from the conversation: 

• Participants supported this control as it would give people the option of 
finding out how and why their information has been used. Such 
transparency of information would help increase trust in the research 
process.10   

• Participants wanted to take full advantage of technology and use it to 
increase accessibility of information. Possibilities discussed include: 
integrating information about who has used their information and why into 
electronic health records, and maintaining information on a website or 
logbook. However, participants wanted to ensure that adequate technical 
safeguards are in place to protect any information placed on the internet; 
they were concerned that information could be vulnerable to hackers. In 
addition, information in such a system needs to be anonymous, 
accessible and identifiable only through mechanisms such as use of an 
ID card. 

• A number of participants raised questions about the practicality of such a 
system, wondering if the knowledge and motivation exists to make it work 
and noting that it could be time-consuming for individuals to check their 
information. Costs need to be kept reasonable, and the system should be 
easy and simple to use.  

 
 
 
                                                 
9 “Affected people” refers to individuals who have personally experienced the disease being studied.  
10 A concern raised during their conversation about this control was that any type of database is subject to 
human error and could include mistakes about people’s personal information. However, they pointed out 
that this control would also allow them to verify the accuracy of their personal information.  
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 “We really like this one. We felt that it gave us a bit more choice. … But we strongly 
believe that … it’d have to have the right sort of technical securities and passwords in 
place….” (Vancouver participant) 
 
 
Use Small Groups of “Affected People” to Review Research Proposals  
Using small groups of “affected people” as an additional control was not broadly 
supported by dialogue participants. Although 66% of participants indicated in 
their closing questionnaires that this control would increase their confidence that 
their information was being used responsibly in research, they thought this option 
was also the least effective of all nine possible control options provided. See 
Appendix 8 for further information.   

• Many people expressed concerns about this control. They questioned 
affected individuals’ ability to competently review research proposals, 
wondering if they would bias the research process in particular directions 
because of their personal experience with disease, instead of considering 
the interests of the broader public. They also questioned if such small 
groups could represent an adequately diverse range of viewpoints. At 
least partly in response to these concerns, participants recommended that 
professionals and unaffected objective people also provide input.  

• Others believed this control would be useful. They thought that people 
who have been affected by a certain disease could bring useful insights to 
the review process, and would provide input from the broader public 
thereby increasing levels of trust and confidence.   

• A number of participants expressed concern that having an additional 
layer of review would slow down the review process, would be an 
inefficient use of funds, and would not result in increased levels of trust 
and confidence.   

 
 
“…I’d feel that they’d be…pushing for the research to get done. They’d kind of lose 
sight…of…other important issues. And, so therefore they’re biased…” (Halifax 
participant) 
 
“…the feeling that the group shared, we seemed to agree with this, was that affected 
people are…not objective…” (Toronto participant)  
 
“…people who have… gone down that particular path might have additional insights…” 
(Vancouver participant)  
 
 
Use of an Expert-patient Advocate   
While many participants supported this control in their afternoon conversation, 
some were unsure about how useful it would be to increase trust and confidence. 
However, in participants’ ratings, monitoring by provincial privacy commissioners 
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and privacy officers in organizations (both are similar to an expert-patient 
advocate) increased levels of confidence to 92% of respondents.  

• Participants who supported this control felt that expert-patient advocates 
would understand the technical aspects of research. At the same time, 
they could act as monitors and advocates and protect the rights of 
individuals who have consented to the use of their personal health 
information. Participants felt that patient-advocates should remain 
independent and have no stake in the research process. They could also 
provide an oversight function for the REBs.  

• Others expressed the view that patient-advocates would simply add an 
additional layer of bureaucracy to the review process, and questioned who 
would oversee them. Some participants commented that if the REBs were 
to function properly, there would be no need for additional controls.   

 
 
“We agree that it’s good to have an expert, but that they should be an independent 
expert…” (Toronto participant) 
 
 
Other Controls  
Participants were asked which other types of controls would give them 
confidence and trust in the system. Listed below are the controls discussed most 
often, in rank order of support. These largely expand on the options noted above.   
 

• Participants discussed different mechanisms, to ensure that Research 
Ethics Boards are accountable. These included controls related to how the 
REB functions such as:    

o use of a Code of Conduct  
o use of checks and balances  
o terms of reference  
o governing body to oversee the REB 
o mechanisms for public reporting (e.g. annual reports) 

And controls related to the membership of the REB: 
o job descriptions of members 
o  unbiased selection process for members  
o requirement for members to withdraw if there is a conflict of interest  
o members to include a wide variety of experts (e.g. health, ethics, 

privacy, professionals with human rights expertise), “affected 
people” and members of the public.    

 
• Participants wanted access to two types of information:  

o Information about who is responsible for keeping their personal 
health information confidential and how this is done, oversight and 
management structures, and relevant legislation. This information 
should be publicly available (e.g. in doctors’ offices, health clinics, 
pharmacies).  
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o Access to information about their personal data: periodic review to 
ensure information is accurate and up-to-date, and that citizens are 
able to view the results of research which involved use of their 
personal health data. In addition, participants wanted to be able to 
speak with appropriate officials who can answer questions they 
might have.  
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Conclusion  
 
Participants in the dialogue clearly value both privacy and health research 
conducted in the public interest, recognizing that it can lead to better health 
outcomes for everyone in society. They balance their need for a consent 
approach that gives them the greatest personal choice and control over whether 
and how their personal health information is used with the need for an efficient 
consent approach that will enable research to take place. They do not want the 
consent approach to be so cumbersome or costly that research would not 
happen, and are suggesting better use of technologies to make that research as 
effective as possible. Their preference for a broad consent approach reflects their 
desire for a reasonable balance between privacy and efficient research.  
 
The broad consent approach had the most support which indicates that 
participants are prepared to trade-off some control over their personal health 
information for efficient research. However, participants imposed certain 
conditions and limitations to this trade-off.  
 
First, participants want the health research system to be much more transparent 
about who is using their personal health information, the purpose of the research 
and the results.  Participants’ lack of awareness about the existence of REBs and 
current processes used to approve and monitor use of personal health 
information is striking. Most participants came into the dialogue with little 
knowledge about how health research is done, indicating they had given the 
issue little prior thought. Participants believe that greater transparency will build 
more confidence that the system is both well managed and reliable.   
 
Second, participants want to have a process that gives them greater confidence 
and trust in how their personal health information is managed. Participants 
specified the need for use of reliable safeguards, checks and balances to ensure 
both privacy of their personal information and appropriate use of their personal 
health information. They are looking for more systematic means to hold those 
involved in health research accountable. Having this confidence and trust in the 
system will allow people to feel more comfortable about giving their consent for 
use of personal health information for health research purposes.  
 
Third, when personal information is used in research for commercial purpose, or 
when linked with tissue samples or non-health information, participants’ need for 
confidence and trust in how their personal information is managed, and personal 
choice and control over whether or not their information is used is even greater.   
 
In developing new policies and procedure about how personal information will be 
collected, used and stored for health research, decision makers should be 
encouraged by the results of this research.  Canadians want to make a 
contribution to research in the public interest provided their conditions are met. 
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Appendix 1 : Dialogue Dates and Locations  
 

1. April 23, 2005 - Hamilton  
2. May 7, 2005 - Halifax  
3. May 14, 2005 - Vancouver  
4. May 14, 2005 - Montreal  
5. May 15, 2005 - Vancouver  
6. May 15, 2005 - Montreal  
7. May 28, 2005 - Toronto  
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Appendix 2: Dialogue Method and Data Analysis Process 
 
Citizens’ Dialogue Method 
The underlying premise of CPRN’s citizens’ dialogues is that ‘ordinary’ citizens, when 
given the tools and opportunity for meaningful and respectful learning and deliberation 
on important public issues, can usually discover a lot of common ground (i.e. they can 
find substantial agreement on fundamental values-based choices and are able to move 
beyond their differences).  This does not mean that there is 100% unanimity but there is 
substantial consensus on the value basis for policy directions.  While differences are 
neither suppressed nor ignored, there is a deliberate choice to build on the common 
ground rather than to focus primarily on differences.  
 
CPRN’s citizen dialogue methodology has evolved over time and has benefited from its 
collaboration with Viewpoint Learning Inc. (ChoiceWork Dialogue).  CPRN methodology 
is designed to give decision makers a deeper understanding of citizens’ value-based 
policy choices and to discern the future direction of people’s preferences on important 
issues. 
 
Description of General Process for a CPRN Citizens’ Dialogue 

i. Frame the issue to be explored by citizens and clarify and fine tune the purpose 
of the dialogue. This is done in collaboration with the partners/funders..  

ii. Undertake research to better understand the historical, theoretical and practical 
dimensions of the issue and/or to obtain a baseline view of public opinion on the 
issue (usually existing polls, sometimes new polling).  

iii. Prepare a participant workbook, which includes facts and data, plausible 
scenarios or approaches, arguments for and against the scenarios/approaches 
and other tailored information. Recruit professional facilitators to conduct the 
dialogue sessions and to collaborate on the dialogue process.  

iv. Recruit a random sample of participants to achieve as representative a group as 
possible.  A professional polling firm does this.  

v. Hold a series of one-day dialogue sessions in different  locations across the 
country or a province/region:  

• A typical dialogue session includes both plenary and small group 
deliberations, and individual and group reflection.  

• Participants are also invited to complete a pre-dialogue questionnaire that 
asks them to rate the scenarios/approaches, and are then asked to 
complete it again at the end of the day, this time adding any conditions 
that they wish to include. The questionnaire also includes an evaluation of 
the process and the workbook.  

• Each participant gives opening comments to share their biggest concerns 
and closing comments centered on their key message to decision 
makers.  

• Plenary sessions are recorded and/ or videotaped and transcripts are 
prepared.  

vi. Analyze qualitative and quantitative data (pre and post questionnaire tabulations 
and conditions, opening and closing statements, small group and plenary 
consensus points and differences).  

vii. Dissemination of report to participants, and decision-makers. The report and 
workbook are made available on the CPRN Web site.  
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Data Analysis 
This report provides the key results which emerged from qualitative and quantitative 
analysis of data sets collected for all seven dialogue sessions.  
 
The following seven data sets were analyzed to produce the report findings: 
  

1. Participants’ opening and closing comments (extracted from the dialogue 
transcripts) 

2. Participants’ pre and post questionnaire ratings of the three approaches (in the 
morning and at the conclusion of the dialogue)  

3. Participants’ ratings of different types of controls on use of  personal information 
for health research  

4. Participants’ written conditions, which they attached to their ratings of the three 
approaches in the post questionnaire  

5. Flipchart notes (professional facilitators captured key points and areas of 
common ground from the dialogue discussions)  

6. Researchers’ notes (CPRN and McMaster University researchers at each 
session captured key points and the flow of conversation)  

7. Transcripts of plenary sessions (plenary sessions from each dialogue were 
recorded and then transcribed) 

 
For further detail on the data sets, please see Appendix 4.  
 
The research team for the dialogue included a total of six people (CPRN and McMaster 
University representatives).  
 
Flipcharts, researchers’ notes, and transcripts were analyzed to identify key themes 
which emerged from specific sections of the dialogue. This analysis provided the 
research team with a clear picture of common ground points across all three approaches 
(and for each of the three approaches). 
 
One member of the research team read through selected portions of transcripts and 
generated a list of open codes. One transcript was then coded using the codes and 
coding reports were circulated to other members of the research team for discussion. A 
list of open codes was developed which was then used to code the remaining four 
English transcripts. This list of codes was used by another researcher who coded the 
two French transcripts as well.  
 
Coding reports were circulated to all authors of the report (the research team) and 
through discussion of these and the common ground analysis, key themes were 
identified. These themes were used as the analytic framework for analyzing the 
remaining the quantitative and qualitative data sets.  They were further refined through 
discussion at regularly scheduled research team meetings. New themes or topics which 
emerged were included in the coding process.  
 
Other specific sections of the dialogue that were analyzed to identify key themes include:  

• how participants’ preferred consent approach changed (or didn’t) under different 
situations, and  

• additional controls that would increase participants’ trust and confidence that 
their health information is being used appropriately.  
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Themes identified through qualitative analysis were correlated against participants’ pre 
and post questionnaire ratings to further understand participants’ thinking. This was 
done for the following areas:  

• for the three approaches,  
• how participants’ preferred consent approach would change under different 

situations, and  
• additional controls that would increase participants’ trust and confidence that 

their health information is being used appropriately.  
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Appendix 3: Participant Demographics and Comparison with General 
Population 

Category Number of 
Participants 

Participants 
(%) 

General 
Population (%) 

Sex    
   Female 58 59 51 
   Male 40 41 49 
Total 98 100 100 
Age    
   20-39 37 38 37 
   40-59 35 36 39 
   60 plus  26 27 23 
Level of Education    
   High school or     
less 

26 26 44 

   Some post-
secondary 

18 18.7 10 

   Completed post-
secondary  

42 42.7 41 

   Post graduate or 
professional degree 

12 12.5 5 

Other Categories    
Visible Minority  14 14 13 
Aboriginal  2 2 4 
Disabled  11 11 5 
Source document for dialogue participant data available through McMaster University, Faculty of Health 
Sciences, Centre for Evaluation of Medicines. Total population demographic data: 2001 Census. Statistics 
Canada and Statistics Canada Labour Force Survey, 2003.   
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Appendix 4: Agenda for the Day and Corresponding Data Sources 
 
Agenda for the Day  
 

Data Source 

Welcome and Introductions Participant opening 
comments 

Overview of the Issues  
Initial Thoughts: Questionnaire Morning Questionnaire: 

Ratings of each of the three 
approaches; degree of control 
required under different 
situations  

What do we most want to see in a consent process for  
the use of personal information for health research? 

Common desirables for each 
approach  
Common desirables for 
participants’ preferred 
consent approach  

Would your consent preference be affected by:  
• the type of information gathered or 
• the purpose for which it is used? 

Majority / minority viewpoints  

Lunch   
What would give you confidence and trust that your  
information is being used appropriately? 

Majority / minority viewpoints  

Closing Thoughts: Questionnaire Afternoon Questionnaire: 
ratings of each of the three 
approaches, plus written 
conditions; degree of control 
required under different 
situations; impact of different 
types of controls on level of 
confidence in health research 
system.  

Identifying the most important insights from the day  
Closing Comments Participant closing comments  
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Appendix 5: Opening and Closing Comments  
 
Opening Comments by Theme11   Percentage of Total Comments 

 
Need for confidence in system  42 
Learning opportunity  24 
Public benefit/ value of research 12 
Need to find right balance between privacy of 
personal health information and health research   

9 

Other Comments  13 
Total Number of Comments 98 
Source: Transcripts, Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal Information for Health 
Research in Canada, 2005.    
 
 
Closing Comments by Theme   Percentage of Total Comments 

  
Learning opportunity and appreciation for dialogue 
experience 

48 

Need for confidence in system  21 
Public benefit/ value of research 9 
Other Comments  22 
Total Number of Comments 98 
Source: Transcripts, Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal Information for Health 
Research in Canada, 2005.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
11 Note that the text of the report provides detailed insight into what each of the themes refers to, listed 
under opening and closing comments, and post-questionnaire conditions.   
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Appendix 6: Post-Questionnaire Conditions  
 
Eighty-two percent of participants provided conditions or additional comments on their 
closing questionnaire. 
 
Approach 1: Project-by-project consent  
Themes Percentages (%) 
Trust  24 
Against Approach One12  20 
Personal Choice  13 
Efficiency/ practicality / feasibility  11 
Transparency: knowledge/ public education  10 
Other conditions  23 
Total conditions  101 
Source: Participant Questionnaires: Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal Information for 
Health Research in Canada, 2005. 
 
Approach 2: Assumed consent   
Themes Percentages (%) 
Trust  30 
Against approach two  13 
Transparency: knowledge / public education  11 
Personal choice  10 
Public benefit/ value of research  7 
No to involvement of private sector/ commercial 
purposes 

7 

No to blood tests, tissue samples  
Use of non-medical data, tissue samples, requires 
consent     

2 
4 

Other conditions  15 
Total conditions  99 
Source: Participant Questionnaires: Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal Information for 
Health Research in Canada, 2005. 
 
Approach 3: Broad consent 
Themes Percentages (%) 
Trust  32 
Personal choice / control  19 
Transparency: communication/ knowledge / public 
education  

18 
 

Efficiency / practicality / feasibility  9 
No to commercialization of research  5 
Other conditions  17 
Total conditions  100 
Source: Participant Questionnaires: Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal Information for 
Health Research in Canada, 2005. 

                                                 
12 This includes those people who rejected Approach 1 because they felt it would not be efficient (7% of all 
comments).     
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Appendix 7: Pre and Post Questionnaire Consent Preference Ratings under 
Different Situations 
 
Linkage of health information with non-health information 
Level of control Morning rating 

(%) 
Afternoon rating 

(%) 
Never use  15 8 
Always ask 33 28 
General permission 23 27 
Notification 14 18 
Just use 14 19 
Source: Pre and post questionnaire ratings, Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal 
Information for Health Research in Canada, 2005.    
 
 
Use of tissue sample for research, with no profit 
Level of control Morning rating  

(%) 
Afternoon rating  

(%) 
Never use  4 6 
Always ask 31 32 
General permission 22 23 
Notification 22 18 
Just use 20 21 
Source: Pre and post questionnaire ratings, Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal 
Information for Health Research in Canada, 2005.    
 
 
Use of tissue samples for research, sold for profit  
Level of control Morning rating  

(%) 
Afternoon rating  

(%) 
Never use 19 15 
Always ask 36 41 
General permission 21 22 
Notification 16 16 
Just use 7 7 
Source: Pre and post questionnaire ratings, Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal 
Information for Health Research in Canada, 2005.    
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Appendix 8: Questionnaire Ratings of Additional Controls 
 
Question: How would each of the following controls affect your confidence that your 
information was being used responsibly for health research?  
 
                                                                                    Effect on Confidence (%) 
Additional Controls Reduce  

(%) 
No Effect  

(%) 
Increase 

(%) 
Safeguards like password protections  9 9 82 
Training of research staff in 
confidentiality  

1 19 80 

Fines and penalties if laws and rules 
are broken  

5 8 87 

Can check who used information for 
research and study titles 

1 14 85 

Can say “no” to use of information 
for certain types of research 

5 10 85 

REB review research before that 
research can begin 

3 9 89 

People with studied disease being 
studied review study  

13 22 65 

Privacy Officer in organization  3 6 91 
Provincial Privacy Commissioner  4 4 92 
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Appendix 9: Dialogue Evaluation Results  
 
At the end of the day, participants were asked to complete an evaluation about their 
experience of the process. Results for each of the questions are indicated below, ordered 
from highest to lowest agreement responses. Overall, participant satisfaction with the 
process was extremely high. Ninety-seven percent of participants, based on their 
experience, would come to another citizens’ dialogue and ninety-six percent felt that they 
had had sufficient opportunity to participate and contribute. 
  
Question Agree  

(%) 
Neutral  

(%) 
Disagree 

(%) 
1. The facilitators provided clear explanations, 
guidance and support throughout the day.  

99 0 1 

2. Overall, the one-day dialogue was 
worthwhile to me.  

98 1 1 

3. Based on this experience, I would come to 
another citizens’ dialogue. 

97 2 1 

4. The information package sent in advance 
provided helpful and interesting information. 

96 3 1 

5. There was sufficient opportunity for me to 
contribute and participate.  

96 3 1 

6. The participant workbook was clear and 
contained relevant and useful information. 

95 3 2 

7. The small group discussions were useful to 
me. 

89 6 4 
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